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“It’s important to realize
that the youngest
generations of workers
have different technology
needs than older
generations.
They think it’s important
to own the latest tools
and to be able to check
them on all devices.”

In order to update you on the implications of

In Office 365, Microsoft adds new applications, tools

these developments for you and your colleagues,

and functionalities on a monthly basis. Microsoft

we at iWRITER have written this whitepaper in

innovates continuously. For this reason many

collaboration with Microsoft.

organizations automatically go along with the

We explain the changes that are taking place in

continuous stream of updates. This ensures that the

Microsoft technology and your role in this. Microsoft

updates are available on all devices.

is integrating new technologies into the digital

It’s important to realize that the youngest

workplace and wants to include you in this.

generations of workers have different technology
needs than older generations. They think it’s
important to own the latest tools and to be able
to check them on all devices. As an organization
you need to acknowledge that and offer the right
functionalities.

We explain a number of common issues many
IT departments are currently facing:
are your thoughts about employees
° What
downloading external applications?
aware that a technological generation gap is approaching?
° Are you
role does Office 365 play in the “Modern Work Life”:
°asWhat
your private life is increasingly merged with your work?
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THE MODERN
WORKPLACE:
CONTROL AND
FREEDOM OF
WORK FOR EACH
GENERATION

How do I keep balance between keeping control vs. giving liberties
in Office 365?
The IT department is faced with a challenge to

make employees aware of the fact that alternative

facilitate the latest technology while ensuring safety.

tools are available in Office 365. Employees want

The ideal situation is finding a balance between

to do their work as efficiently as possible and

employee productivity and compliance with

downloading an application provides help swiftly.

regulations such as the GDPR. It is important to find

The external applications, for example, provide

an alternative way of thinking: accept that you no

assistance with projects that employees work on in

longer have a grip on what employees download.

collaboration with external parties. Slack, Google

Even if you offer the full Office 365 package,

Drive and Dropbox are some of the most common

including daily updates; you cannot prevent the

applications downloaded by employees, while

occurrence of shadow IT.

OneDrive and Teams have the same functionality in
Office 365. Ensure that employees are aware of the

Do not impose any restrictions on downloading

choices they have. To achieve that, we suggest you

applications outside of the Office 365 package.

read the white paper ‘Adopting Office 365 in three

There are other things you can do, however. You can

steps’.

The way of communicating is changing in organizations. Employees
work on multiple devices and they work inside and outside the
chains. This changes the role between IT and the business. The
Office 365 package was driven from an IT perspective. But with
the technological knowledge and expertise among employees
nowadays, the management strategy has no part in today´s IT
philosophy anymore. As a consequence we are faced with the
following two challenges:

° The prevention of shadow IT.
° Reducing the technological generation gap.
6
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How does each generation deal with it?

We have established that employees are not always

This awareness process creates understanding among

aware of the application options. Another factor

the employees and will help prevent them from

Another challenge for IT staff in the years to come is

WhatsApp is a handy application for communication,

that plays a role in the choice of application is time

downloading applications themselves. It is no longer

the technological generation gap that is pending. A

but sharing confidential information or customer

pressure. When your colleagues work with external

possible to control all the applications, but you can

number of years from now, an average organization

information through this application can cause

parties, you will most likely add the external contacts

manage them. You have insight into which Office 365

will have five generations of employees each with

problems with laws such as the GDPR. The alternative

to the Active Directory first. Then you give them

tools are used and by whom, so you can stimulate or

their own technological preferences. This will create

and also the middle ground for all generations for

access to the right portal. If this process takes too

discourage the use of certain functionalities.

tension. The baby boomers prefer to communicate

email and WhatsApp is for example the chat function

long, the documents are often already shared via an

via the mail. By contrast, millennials have a strong

in Teams or Skype for Business. This feature gives

external application such as Google Drive. Explain

preference for communicating via WhatsApp and

a WhatsApp-like feeling, but takes place within

that due to security issues and other guidelines, you

social media channels.

Office 365 and complies with laws and regulations.

cannot just add an external contact.

as the information stays inside the walls of your
organization. Make sure that employees are aware of
these alternatives and that they know how to work
with them.
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THE ROLE OF
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
IN OFFICE 365

Nowadays, training is no longer necessary, because new
techniques work intuitively and are designed to guide the new
user. Artificial Intelligence is such a technique and explanations
and guidance will take place when working with the application
itself. All information related to the product is interwoven in
the product itself. If you are working in the application, you will
receive supportive information. This can take on the form of
for example, an introduction, continual suggestions, a tip or a
video.

How does the IT department accomplish the task of getting all the
different generations started with all these applications? Involvement
and motivation are the most important elements to achieve this.
Working with new technology is often a matter of just doing it. The
millennials immediately adopt new technology and start working
with it, while the baby boomers are more conservative. They are used

Artificial Intelligence in Office:
your own personal assistant and
advisor
Artificial Intelligence is part of the transition from
digital workplace to modern workplace. In the
modern workplace there is more attention for safety
and productivity. The modern workplace consists of a

to being trained first, when the IT department makes updates in the

combination of three components:

organization. For years it has been cultivated that you were not yet

◦◦Personal productivity;
◦◦Team productivity;
◦◦Security.

allowed to work with new applications until you had completed the
training. But if you want to create and provide training for the current
technology, it is already out of date before the employees have
even completed the training. Compare it to electronic banking, for
example. No-one receives training for that anymore.
10
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A number of practical examples of what it will

Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint

actually look like in Office:

become your new advisors

Artificial Intelligence in My Analytics, Security & Stream in Microsoft
Office 365

Artificial Intelligence will also be playing a bigger role

Microsoft Outlook will become your new

in Word from now on. For example, Word provides

My Analytics: spend your time more

Workplace Analytics provides an aggregated view

assistant

advice on gender neutrality with the help of data.

efficiently

of the entire organization. For example, which

Outlook proactively supports you in the tasks you

Words such as ‘policeman’ and ‘stewardess’ are not

My Analytics is a functionality with Artificial

departments have the most internal meetings, which

perform and the objectives you want to achieve. In

gender neutral. Word will propose to use the gender-

Intelligence that improves personal productivity. This

employees go to customers the most and how much

Outlook you have collected data in the past, such as

neutral words ‘police officer’ and ‘flight attendant’

application gives an overview of the time spent the

time departments spend in Microsoft Office. For

meetings, frequently used functionalities and mail

instead.

week before, such as meetings, 1-on-1 conversations

example, in the sales department you can compare

and the time spent in specific apps. Every week

how many hours the account managers spend with

traffic. Self-learning systems support you based on
the collected data in the optimal use of Outlook.

Based on behavior, you receive push messages

you receive tips on how to spend your time more

customers. One account manager can spend twice

For example, Outlook will introduce activities of its

with advice in Word. If Word detects a pattern in

efficiently in the coming week and how to execute

as much time with customers as another account

own. Activities are based on previous actions, such as

document creation, the program itself proposes

certain tasks more effectively.

manager, but this does not automatically mean more

meetings that are on your agenda and the way you

to use a template. Word can be linked to template

At departmental level, Workplace Analytics helps

successes. Based on these figures and the results of

work together. Outlook will also determine (as well as

management software like iWRITER and retrieves

with your productivity. The differences between

the sales department, the sales manager can make

e-mails now) which meetings have priority and which

data from CRM systems. In addition, Word will

departments are highlighted in this application.

adjustments.

do not.

recognize that you often communicate with a
specific selection of customers and will propose to

For example, if a colleague invites you to an hour-

automatically load contact information into the

long meeting, Outlook suggests using data from the

document.

past to make the meeting last 45 minutes. Or if you
are invited to an appointment and that moment is

Artificial Intelligence also applies to PowerPoint.

not convenient, Outlook suggests a different date

When a user creates slides, PowerPoint suggests

on which all participants are available. Based on

different designs. A user can choose from a number

information from the past, Outlook is now able to

of examples with images or text. Artificial Intelligence

plan more effective meetings. Outlook also helps

also helps you in Excel. Some graphs or diagrams

you to send files more effectively and securely.

that you are using in Excel may be illustrated more

When you add an attachment to an email, Outlook

clearly if a different form is used. For example, Excel

indicates that the safer option is to send the file using

suggests using a pie chart instead of a bar chart.

OneDrive.
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Security: securing your work with Office 365

Stream: watch videos that are relevant for

Artificial Intelligence helps end users in your

you

organization work more securely. The functionalities

Microsoft Stream is the successor of Office 365

in Office 365 are designed to comply with the

Video. Stream is a video service with multiple

law with the help of such solutions as Office

functionalities. The application recognizes faces and

365 Enterprise Mobility and Azure Information

objects with Artificial Intelligence and analyzes them

Protection.

when they come into view. This works as follows;
you type keywords or a sentence in the search bar

End users, however, are not always aware of systems

and Stream flushes to the relevant parts of the video

that provide security and precisely what secure

that contains this content. For example, if you type

working means. Artificial Intelligence therefore

‘technology’, you only see the parts of the video that

makes them aware of their unconscious unsafe

are about technology. Or if you only want to see the

behavior. For example, sending a sheet with personal

pieces in which Nate appears, type in ‘Nate’ and you

information via e-mail is not secure. If an employee

can view the parts of the video in which Nate speaks.

inserts such an attachment, a push message is sent
using Artificial Intelligence, which warns the user that
the attachment contains personal data and that the
user is at risk. Outlook recommends an alternative
way to share the file, such as SharePoint, OneDrive or
Teams. Artificial Intelligence thus recognizes patterns
and intervenes. In this way, employees become aware
of secure working methods.

“Artificial Intelligence
makes users aware
of their unconscious
unsafe behavior.”
14
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THE FUTURE
IN BUSINESS:
MIXED REALITY

16

Microsoft continues to implement developments in the field
of Artificial Intelligence in business, but major steps are also
being taken in the field of Mixed Reality. Mixed Reality is a
combination of the real world with the virtual world that is
created when setting up a HoloLens. Video, image, sound and
holograms can be linked to existing objects in the real world.
You will see functionalities such as these more and more often
in Office 365.

FROM DIGITAL WORKPLACE TO MODERN WORK LIFE

HoloLens Layout 3D designs

This way you no longer see objects in 3D on your

With Microsoft Dynamics 365 you can already use the

laptop screen, but you can actually see what the

HoloLens for several different purposes. An example

objects would look like in 3D in the room where you

of this is the HoloLens Layout. With the HoloLens

actually want to place them. Share the hologram live

you can project 3D designs from your laptop into a

with stakeholders and decide whether the design and

physical space so it creates a hologram.

placement in space meet the requirements.
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SharePoint in 3D environment

“The combination
of SharePoint and
Mixed Reality enables
everyone to create
visually attractive
environments that
are available on every
device.”

Case: HoloLens Remote Assistant

In SharePoint it is also possible to process Mixed

device. For example, build a site as shown below in

Reality. With SharePoint Spaces you can access

a 3D environment that provides ambient sounds,

data, files and documents in SharePoint in 3D.

background and lighting. For example, organizations

SharePoint Spaces offers a whole new experience,

choose SharePoint Spaces to visualize data in real-

because it allows you to view the content in 3D

time, to support the onboarding process of new

from any angle. The combination of SharePoint and

employees, to display the product catalog in 3D

Mixed Reality enables everyone to create visually

and to provide support in the form of 360-degree

attractive environments that are available on every

product videos.

Another option the HoloLens offers is the HoloLens
Remote Assistant. Imagine you are in the office and
a colleague who is with a customer, has a technical
problem. She needs information that she does not
have on location. She sets up the HoloLens and
invites you to watch live through the HoloLens. The
HoloLens projects the space in which your colleague
is located. You can join in via your laptop and give
directions to solve the problem. If your colleague
needs documents, you can send them and your
colleague can open these documents directly via
the HoloLens. Your colleague projects the document
on the HoloLens and at the same time works on
the problem. Because of this new way of working
together, you solve problems faster and more
efficiently.
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MODERN WORK
LIFE: INTEGRATE
YOUR BUSINESS
AND PERSONAL LIFE

Transition from the digital workplace to the modern work life
In the transition from the digital workplace to

workplace to the modern working life, you are

the modern workplace, there is more focus on

looking for the right balance between business and

productivity and security. The modern workplace

private life. Up until now we have been trying to

consists of increased personal productivity, more

keep them separate, because we are afraid that our

efficient collaboration in teams and optimal security.

business life will dominate our personal lives. But

In a modern workplace, we should make room for

it is actually more efficient to combine the two. By

integration between business and personal life to

integrating our business and personal life, the best

emphasize the best work-life benefits. We are using

work-life benefits come to the fore.

our business devices more and more for personal

20
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purposes as well, blurring the line between business

The differences and transition from the digital

and personal life. In the transition from the modern

workplace to the modern work life:

Digital workplace

Modern work life

Managed by IT

Managed by IT with lots of freedom

Email driven

Socially driven

Help function

Advice from self-learning system (AI)

Regular updates

Continuous updates

No analytics

Maximum productivity through analytics

3D image on laptop screen

3D image in physical world with HoloLens

No protection against own actions

Protection against unsafe internal or external actions in Office applications

Security without threat protection

Real-time security with Secure Enterprise and Azure AD

Separation business and personal

Integration between business and personal

Text-driven commands

Speech-controlled assignments

Reactive models

Proactive models
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Combining your email and
meetings with family life

Give Cortana or Alexa a
command

To achieve a modern work life, we therefore see more

There have also been discussions about the

By analyzing what went wrong last time, systems

developments of live translations for years, but their

give advice the moment you perform the same task.

Speech made available through chat bots is also

automation remains unchanged. The automation

A car that advises you to go to the garage now, a

integration taking place between work and personal

one of the components that will be developed

process is complex because words do not mean

push notification on your laptop with the message

life. For example, we currently receive business and

further in the years to come assisted by Artificial

the same thing in every sense. A speech system has

that you have to change your business strategy to

private mail on two separate platforms, such as Gmail

Intelligence. Within the next five years, a large

difficulty interpreting the meaning and linking it to

prevent bankruptcy or that you have to take more

and Outlook, while integration in one application is

proportion of all searches will be voice-controlled.

the sentence and the context.

free time to prevent a burnout. Using data, we can

more efficient. This will result in a greater integration

This does not only apply to private searches, but

of the business and personal calendar and requires

also to business matters. Cortana is Microsoft’s voice

As a result, the chance of misinterpretation is high.

an alternative way of thinking. It depends on culture

assistant. Cortana offers support for the Office 365

In a short time, major improvements have been

and generation as to whether someone can make this

package. The voice assistant is built into Windows,

made, but the finesse and completion are currently

change. For example, an employee must be prepared

Outlook and Teams. Cortana helps to plan meetings,

the biggest challenge. In Skype for Business, for

to combine the business and personal calendar and

keep you to appointments and to transcribe. For

example, live translation will be possible shortly. This

to include appointments such as the dentist and

example, you can ask Cortana what your day looks

means that you communicate in one language and

birthdays in the calendar. In a culture where power

like. Cortana tells you which meetings are planned

the recipient receives the message in the required

distance and formalities are highly valued, the

today. Subsequently you tell Cortana that she should

language. So a Dutch person communicates with a

employees will have more difficulty to do this than in

send an email to your colleague that the location has

Dane and each person communicates and receives

another type of culture. This can vary per culture, but

changed. Cortana works with Alexa. So you can also

the voice message in their own language.

of course also per organization or per employee.

ask for help in home situations by asking Cortana to

make realistic predictions, so that mistakes made in

Office 365 anticipates on the modern work life by

options are available in English for now. It will take

Use technology to prevent
bankruptcy or burnout

making Teams available for private use. This allows

some time before these innovations are available in

In the future, we will use all data that we have

employees to easily compare the calendars with

Dutch, because it only forms a small language area.

collected in the past and apply it actively.

their families, manage the common calendar, upload

Spanish, English, Chinese and German will be given

Organizations are growing on all levels towards

shared documents and share updates. This is the first

priority. Voice-assisted systems are already being

a predictive model. Currently we do something

application that will form an integration between

used by some organizations and will play an ever-

and we assess it afterwards as to whether it was a

business and personal life with the aim of promoting

increasing role in the future.

good move. We therefore manage organizations

ask Alexa to turn off the light or order an Uber. These

efficiency.

the past, can be prevented in the future.

according to a reactive model. But you want to learn
from mistakes and not make them again the next
time. With Azure Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence, results from the past can guarantee the
future.
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CONCLUSION
In order to facilitate the right technology, it
is important to keep track of technological

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

◦◦The possibilities in the field of Mixed Reality are
also ever-increasing, such as the application of

developments. In today’s modern workplace, the

the HoloLens. To remotely offer live help to a

focus is on optimizing productivity and safety. This

colleague is an extremely efficient and quick way

whitepaper gives you advice and examples of how

to solve problems.
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environments in 3D is another way to provide a
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employees aware of the application choices available

completely new experience using Mixed Reality.

working for 28 years. In addition

strategist at iWRITER. Her

in Office 365 is a way to reduce shadow IT and to

The combination of SharePoint and Mixed Reality

to his passion for technology,

interest in communication,

reduce the technological employee generation gap.

enables everyone to create visually attractive

he also seeks the connection between people

digital media and change management is relevant

Involvement and motivation are the most important

environments and to approach data, files and

and technology to help clients with their digital

for organizations that are making the transition to a

elements that help employees get started with

documents in 3D.

transformation. He is an active blogger and many of

modern workplace. “There is a lot to be done when

his articles can be found on LinkedIn. In this way he

optimizing modern workplaces. Microsoft continues

A next step in technological developments is the

gives substance to the Microsoft vision ‘Empower

to implement developments in Office 365, but many

transition from the modern workplace to the

every person and every organization on the planet to

organizations are not using these optimally. I am

modern work life. Employees will be able to find the

achieve more’.

motivated to explain new developments in a practical

these developments make daily tasks easier.
In the modern workplace there is room for control
and freedom of work for each generation. Making

◦◦Offering SharePoint (soon to be ‘Teams’)

applications.

◦◦Artificial Intelligence supports employees to use
the applications.

◦◦You receive advice in the form of an introduction,

right balance between business and personal life

way. If this makes the daily work easier for the

and combine the best of both worlds. We manage

employees, I have achieved my goal.

suggestion, tip or video in Microsoft Office.

calendars and emails on one platform and we give

Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint become

chatbots voice-controlled assignments to look up or

your new advisors and will actively support you in

plan things for us. In the years to come, we will also

your daily work.

communicate with international colleagues in our

◦◦Programs like My Analytics, Security & Stream
help you to spend your time more efficiently,

Hans van der Meer

own language, after which Cortana will translate reallife into another language. Systems give us advice on
how to prevent mistakes made earlier.

work safer and only watch the parts of videos that
are relevant to you.

Microsoft continues to implement developments that
are incredibly important to you. Stay informed of the
developments and offer your colleagues a maximal
technological experience.
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ABOUT
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ABOUT
MICROSOFT

iWRITER is the world’s most valued Microsoft Office App for brand identity &

Microsoft is driven by a mission that is inherently inclusive:

template management. We help our customers to be successful by facilitating

‘Empower every person and every organization on the

them to communicate consistent brands. Worldwide, more than 350,000 users

planet to achieve more’. To meet this mission, we define

trust iWRITER.

diversity broadly to include the many dimensions that make
people and organizations unique, and we actively engage

With iWRITER 365 you have access to Office templates (PowerPoint, Outlook,

their different strengths, experiences, and perspectives to

Word and Excel) anywhere and at any time. Everyone uses the corporate

challenge and stretch our thinking.

identity, logos and linked data in the same way. The software is linked to
other databases and is fully integrated with Microsoft Office 365.

We expect each of us – no matter what level, role or

By means of smart templates and text blocks, you have control

function we are in – to play an active role in creating

over all information in your outgoing communication.

environments where people of diverse backgrounds are

Would you like to know more? Go to www.iwriter365.com.

excited to bring all of who they are and do their best work.
From cultivating diversity in the tech talent pipeline, to
seeking out talent in non-tech communities, to investing
in organizations that advance diversity and inclusion in
business, we’re constantly looking for unique points of
view that can spark innovations that transform how we
experience the world. Would you like to know more?
Go to www.microsoft.com.
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